Air Filter Cover
Richard Dryman

Just did this week below:
here is photo of air filter cover(etc) made yesterday; will glue other one today.
Have installed this one on the ft carb; slips on & off, works fine. Don't have to
take that filter off to install, tk goodness; took the one shown off so as to get
tight fit measurements, etc. Oh, you slip into a metal coffee can(both ends
open) to glue--holds tight. The flat side strip is a 1/2 cut{3 1/2"}--had to be
shortened 1/2" from shown. All the foam is cut on a fine tooth band saw--
works better.
These should catch more bugs !!!!
Anyway, I feel better about it and that is what counts.
R
www.Jegs.com: where I bought foam.-- 1/2" thick

*item #* 599-25-3900  AIR FILTER WRAP UNIV 7"

The K&N **Airforce Pre-Cleaner** is a specially designed foam filter wrap made to extend the service interval of your Filter when used in dusty conditions. They are made from large, open cell foam. The Airforce Pre-Cleaner will stop 90% of the dirt, yet only add a 2% restriction to the airflow of the filter. The Airforce Pre-Cleaner is designed to be used with K&N Filter Oil and be cleaned with K&N Cleaner or soap & water.

**#25-3900**

**Product Specifications**

- **Product Style:** Filter Wrap -Universal
- **Wrap Type:** Airforce Pre-Cleaner
- **Color:** Red
- **Material Used:** Foam
- **Width:** 7 in (178 mm)
- **Length:** 48 in (1219 mm)

---

As Installed